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The NOKI lock is available on the majority of Artopex metal storage products. The following is a list of the products that can be equipped with the NOKI 
lock. Please refer to the current Metal price list for detailed information and dimensions. 

The reverse side of this document contains information on the codification and the operation of the NOKI lock.

2-Drawer
253/8” H. & 277/8” H.

LATERAL FILE CABINETS
Series: 45-47-55-57-60-80
Widths: 30”- 36”- 42”
Drawer fronts : Fixed or receding

* On file cabinets with 4, 5 & 6
drawers, the lock can be installed
at a height of 36”.
(see codification on back)

STORAGE CABINETS
Series: 45-47-55-60-80
Widths: 30”- 36”- 42”

COMBINED STORAGE UNSITS
Series: 45-47

PEDESTALS
Series: 45-47-60-80
Depths: 18”- 22”- 28”
Levellers or casters

SUPPORT PEDESTALS
Series: FP45 & FP47
Depths 24” & 30”

3-Drawer
401/16” H.

4-Drawer*
533/8” H.

5-Drawer*
651/2” H.

6-Drawer*
775/8” H.

255/8” H. 2-Drawer
12”-12”

3-Drawer
6”- 6”-12”

3-Drawer
3”- 6”-15”

4-Drawer
3”- 3”- 6”-15”

2-Drawer
6”-12”

with cushion



NOKI NOKI NOKI

Battery Power Supply (batteries included)
Metal storage with the NOKI lock installed at the top: add the code LT1 to the product code.
Lateral file with the NOKI lock installed at mid-height (36” H.): add the code LM1 to the product code.

AC Power Supply 
Metal storage with the NOKI lock installed at the top: add the code LT2 to the product code.
Lateral file with the NOKI lock installed at mid-height (36” H.): add the code LM2 to the product code.

Codification

Assigning a Combination Upon Delivery
All storage products with a NOKI lock have a default combination of 1-2-3-4. 
Follow these steps in order to assign a new combination to the lock:

Step A: Enter the default combination (1-2-3-4).
Step B: Press the OK button twice.
Step C: When the confirmation light comes on, enter a new combination (from 1 to 8 numbers). 
Step D: Press the OK button once to confirm the new combination.
The new combination is now in place and the default combination is no longer functional.

Modifying a Combination
It is possible to change the combination using the current combination (if you do not have the current combination, please see
paragraph 3 – A Lost or Forgotten Combination). Follow these steps in order to change the current combination:

Step A: Enter the current combination to be modified.
Step B: Press the OK button twice.
Step C: Enter a new combination (from 1 to 8 numbers).
Step D: Press the OK button once to confirm the new combination.
The new combination is now in place and the previous combination is no longer functional.

A Lost or Forgotten Combination
In the case of a lost or forgotten combination, contact Artopex’s Customer Service Department. Have the serial number of the lock on hand for 
reference (written on the top edge of the lock). After verification of your identity, Artopex will give you the “master” combination specific to this lock. 
With this combination you will then be able to reconfigure the combination as explained above (Paragraph 2 - Modifying a Combination).

Combinations

Head Office
800 Vadnais
Granby QC  J2J 1A7
CANADA

Telephone : 450 378-0189
1 800 363-3040

Fax : 450 378-9712
artopex.com

Unlocking (for the first use, please refer to the paragraph “Combinations” below)
Step A: Enter the combination on the digital keypad. 
Step B: Press the OK button. 
Step C: Turn the latch to the “unlocked” position (180o clockwise).

The lock remains in the “unlocked” position as long as the latch is not returned to the  “locked” position.

Locking
Turn the latch to the “locked” position (180o counter clockwise).

Operation of the Lock

A 60 second alarm is activated after 4 attempts to open with an incorrect code. In the case of a power outage or exhausted batteries, plug in the 
back-up power supply (BPS) into the outlet located under the confirmation light on the lock. ATTENTION: do not leave the BPS inside the filing 
cabinet. Compliant to ANSI/BIFMA standards. Mechanism guaranteed 10 years. Patent and industrial drawings pending.

General Information

4-Drawer file cabinet
with fixed fronts
45 Series
36” Wide
Battery powered
Finish: Charcoal
NOKI lock at top

Codification: 45-41-036-3333-3064-LT1
Product code Finish

5-Drawer file cabinet
with receding doors
57 Series
30” Wide
Battery powered
Finish: Paraffin
NOKI lock at 36” H.

Codification: 57-51-030-11113-3017-LM1
Product code

Storage cabinet 533/8” H.
45 Series
36” Wide
AC powered
Finish: Black

Codification: 45-48-036-YYY-3067-LT2
Product code

The price of a storage product equipped with a NOKI lock with power supply by battery is calculated as follows: List price + $75.
The price of a storage product equipped with a NOKI lock with power supply by AC outlet is calculated as follows: List price + $100.
Please refer to the current Metal price list.

Price

Finish Finish
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